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Enterprise-Ready Test Automation, Continuous 
Delivery and DevOps Express - Powered by 
Jenkins
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The Need for Speed
In the new age of mobility and digital 
transformation, enterprises need to move faster 
and more flexibly in application development, 
testing and QA to keep up with the competition 
and meet customer expectations for shorter 
cycle times and higher service levels. This 
requires integrating the efforts of their 
development and QA teams and automating 
manual processes wherever possible. 
Continuous Delivery (CD) and DevOps are 
foundational practices being adopted by agile 
organizations to meet these new demands.

CloudBees and Infostretch help enterprises transform their 
software development and delivery processes to address 
these challenges.

CloudBees, the Jenkins Enterprise company, is the continuous delivery (CD) leader. Powered by Jenkins, the world’s 
most popular open source automation server, the CloudBees Continuous Delivery Platform provides a wide range of 
CD solutions for use on-premise and in the cloud to meet the unique security, scalability and manageability needs of 
enterprises.

Infostretch is a CloudBees Global Platinum Services and Reseller Partner and has in-depth experience with the 
CloudBees Jenkins platform and Open Source Jenkins. The company has dedicated DevOps architecture and 
engineering resources around the globe with expertise in deploying the Cloudbees’ Jenkins platform to accelerate 
Continuous Delivery (CD) and DevOps initiatives.
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Agile CD at a large financial institution CI/CD at international medical services 
provider

Cloudbees is also a founding member of DevOps Express, a collaboration 
of industry leaders focused on making it easier for enterprises to adopt 
DevOps using popular technologies spanning multiple solution and 
services components.

Most dev/test organizations are using Jenkins in some capacity today. But, as with any critical piece of infrastructure 
software, you need enterprise-grade features, reliability and deployment expertise to take full advantage of it and 
minimize the risk to your organization.

CD Pipeline as Code

CI/CD Jumpstart Programs for Cloudbees Jenkins

Express Accelerator – ready-to-use coded pipeline templates for Web, Android and iOS

Pipeline libraries for integrations with GitHub, static code analysis tools, code coverage tools, Slack, 
HipChat, etc.

Template test cases for coded pipelines

Infostretch offers deep expertise on the CloudBees Jenkins platform along with template libraries, pipeline frameworks 
and test tools to help organizations accelerate their CD initiatives and build a fast track to DevOps adoption. 
Infostretch has developed a number of best practices that can help accelerate Cloudbees Jenkins deployments and 
enable dev/test organizations to take full advantage of the enterprise-ready capabilities of the platform including 
team management, security and role-based access, analytics and monitoring, developer collaboration and optimized 
utilization.

Infostretch also offers several out-of-the-box extras that enable Cloudbees users to further speed their efforts. These 
include:

With these additional capabilities, teams can achieve coded pipelines in less than four weeks for common use cases, 
while eliminating guess work in their CD initiatives.

Infostretch is one of 13 original members of this new initiative and the only dedicated services organization involved. 
Together Cloudbees, Infostretch and the 11 other members of DevOps Express are helping enterprises make their 
software development and delivery environments faster, more efficient and more productive.

Implemented CD as Code & Deployment Pipeline
Implemented CI/CD using Jenkins framework

Templates for multiple platforms (Java, Android, 
iOS) Increased code coverage to streamline unit and 

regression testing
Automated Jenkins jobs creation/ update/deletion

Automated numerous test scripts
Standardized build management using Gradle

Facilitated Jenkins reports enabled better 
decision making

Global workflow pipeline library

DevOps Express

Customer Successes

Infostretch and CloudBees – Putting Jenkins to Work
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Infostretch Corporation. 3200 Patrick Henry Drive. 

Suite 250. Santa Clara. CA 95054

CloudBees, the Jenkins Enterprise company, helps IT organizations to respond rapidly to the software delivery needs of 

the business. Powered by Jenkins, the world’s most popular open source automation server, the CloudBees Continuous 

Delivery Platform provides a wide range of CD solutions for use onpremise and in the cloud to meet the unique security, 

scalability and manageability needs of enterprises.

Infostretch provides comprehensive 
strategy, development and testing 
services

We help enterprises get their mobile, 

digital, and IoT initiatives market 

faster, more efficiently and more 

flexibly. The company is expert in 

implementing Continuous Integration 

(CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD) 

methodologies and tools and helping 

businesses accelerate their move to 

DevOps.

Accelerate your digital initiatives with Infostretch.  
Contact our team today for a free consultation.
Infostretch helps enterprises rapidly launch new mobility and connected product initiatives, with greater success 
and less risk. Infostretch is an expert in implementing Continuous Integration (CI) and Continuous Delivery (CD)
methodologies and tools and transforming businesses from Quality Assurance (QA) to Quality Engineering (QE).  

  info@infostretch.com   www.infostretch.com




